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ABSTRACT 
 

 Journalists are taught to be constantly watchful of the ethically dubious outcome 

of providing a company or person with free publicity by writing about them. Business 

journalists work for consumers, not corporate clients. The free flow of accurate 

information to consumers is as crucial to efficient markets as an informed electorate is to 

the political process. Apple Inc. has been able to garner frequent and largely positive 

coverage from business journalists. This paper will analyze the methods and reasons why 

business journalists show positive bias to covering Apple. 
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Apple Inc. strategically uses journalists and news media to bolster the public 

opinion of their products leading business journalists to have developed a bias to trend 

toward covering the California company more than comparable tech giants. 

When the company releases an updated version of their smartphone or related 

products, it is a big event. Last year at the Manhattan Apple store, shoppers were willing 

to wait outside for weeks to catch the release of the new iPhone in September, according 

to ABC News1. This is not a new phenomenon. Since the release of the first iPhone in 

2007, ABC has reported people lining up for a glimpse2. 

Apple’s ability to create events has garnered them immense media coverage. The 

Pew Research Center studied 437 technology-related stories appearing in the lead 

sections of 52 different news outlets from 2009 to 20103. The most covered technology 

topic was the broad idea of texting while driving. The second, a single company: Apple. 

According to Pew, “Apple, with its flashy press events and often drawn-out releases of 

new products, narrowly outpaced Google in total coverage,” which led it to be the most 

written about technology company that year. Additionally, the coverage was 

overwhelmingly positive. According to the study, “42% of the stories described the 

company as innovative and superior, and another 27% lauded its loyal fan base.” 

																																																								
1	Newcomb, Alyssa. "Meet the People Already Lining Up Outside Apple's Flagship 
Store." ABC News, September 4, 2014. http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/meet-people-
lining-apples-flagship-store/story?id=25248848. 
	
2	Effron, Lauren. "IPhone: Evolution of Apple's Iconic Smartphone Since 2007." ABC News, 
September 13, 2012. http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/iPhone-features-apple-smartphone-
evolved-introduction-2007/story?id=17226964#1. 
	
3	Pew Research Center Journalism and Media Staff. "When Technology Makes 
Headlines."Pew Research Center, September 27, 2010. 
http://www.journalism.org/2010/09/27/when-technology-makes-headlines/. 
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Compared to similar companies, Apple had its name in the news next to praises the most 

often. 

This relationship between Apple and business journalists raises questions. Does 

Apple consistently receive more coverage than other comparable tech companies? Why? 

Is it really a news worthy event every time Apple releases an updated version of a 

product that already existed? Do the people in tents outside the store make it 

newsworthy? Are the people in tents a product of the coverage? How do business 

journalists avoid becoming free advertising for Apple, while still covering the new 

products?  

Apple and Samsung are comparable companies, both dominating the market for 

mobile phones. In databases4 of articles published between February 2015 to February 

2016 in business news outlets, Apple received more coverage during the year than 

Samsung. The Wall Street Journal published 289 articles on Apple in that time span, and 

85 on Samsung. Forbes’ print edition, which runs every two weeks, published 10 stories 

on Apple including a cover story, and two stories on Samsung. Fortune, another biweekly 

print magazine, ran 8 stories on Apple with 2 cover stories, and only 1 article on 

Samsung.  

An argument could be made that the higher coverage of Apple is because more 

news consumers own iPhones than Samsung Galaxies. In an analyst report, researchers 

found that 33% of consumers own iPhones, and 29% of consumers own Samsung mobile 

phones.5 The nearly equal market share of both companies, yet unequal amount of news 

																																																								
4	Databases used: Factiva, owned by Dow Jones, and Business Source Complete	
5	Harland, Bryant. "Mobile Phones - US - February 2015." February 2015. Accessed 
February 23, 2016. http://academic.mintel.com.ezproxy.tcu.edu/display/729443/.	
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coverage leads to the conclusion that business journalists are biased towards reporting on 

Apple. 

In 2012, while testifying in the Apple v. Samsung patent trial, Apple Marketing 

Chief Phil Schiller said that after the release of the first iPhone in 2007, the company 

didn’t do any advertising because the news media had already done it for them6. 

According to Bloomberg, “Schiller, discussing the iPhone, said Apple decided not to pay 

for any advertising during a brief period after the device was introduced in January 2007 

and when it went on sale later in the year. ‘We didn’t need to,’ Schiller said. He read 

from several rave reviews of the iPhone and iPad, explaining that such stories did a better 

job than advertising to build buzz.” The national media was more effective than 

commercials or billboards could be.  

Business journalists and corporate public relations teams operate in a tight 

relationship by the nature of their jobs. Business journalists need stories, and companies 

need coverage to sell products. When new products are entering the market, both sides 

are interested. New products are important stories for business journalists; they mean 

changing price points for consumers, new technology, and shifting stock prices. New 

products can revolutionize aspects of daily life. For example, when the first iPhone and 

other smart phones became available, those products changed the way people shopped 

online, checked email, listened to music, took photos and countless other ways. Business 

journalists must be constantly on the look out for the next product that will cause a shift, 

and the stories that accompany them. Journalists want to know about the next big thing 

																																																								
6	"Apple Reveals Tactics in First Week of Samsung Trial." Bloomberg, August 4, 2012. 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2012-08-03/apple-s-schiller-relies-on-hollywood-
free-media-to-market-wares. 
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because their readers do. Consumers are interested in information about the newest 

exciting product. PR teams want to increase the amount of coverage on their specific 

products as much as they can, to encourage consumers that their idea is the big one. 

Five concepts are involved in understanding Apple’s relationship with business 

journalists: pseudo-events, newsworthiness, click based advertising revenue, reporting 

styles and agenda-setting. While journalists, and particularly business journalists, work 

diligently to be careful about not providing free PR or advertising for people and 

products, these five concepts have allowed Apple to succeed in doing just that. Click 

based advertising drives news organizations to write about what people are searching for. 

Pseudo events and access reporting lead to shallow coverage with out critical questioning 

of systemic issues. Agenda setting and newsworthiness are conceptual tenants of 

journalism that explain what should be covered, and how that coverage affects the public. 

 

Psuedo Events: 

Although Apple is remarkably adept at receiving news coverage, they are not the 

first to use public relations. During the emergence of the field, PR teams quickly learned 

to use events to spark coverage. In Crystalizing Public Opinion, written in 1923, author 

Edward Bernays explains a case in which a public relations team helped a development 

company use news coverage to present a neighborhood as the ideal location for New 

Yorkers to live7. Bernays, regarded as the father of public relations, writes that when the 

neighborhood opened its first post office, the developers “made this local event nationally 

																																																								
7	Bernays, Edward. "The Scope of the Public Relations Counsel." In Crystalizing Public 
Opinion, 20. New York: Liveright Publishing Corporation, 1923. 
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interesting. The opening was a formal one. National figures became interested in what 

might have been merely a local event.” By the developers creating an event that news 

organizations could cover at the opening of the post office, they brought attention to their 

product: the neighborhood. A normally mundane event became a spectacle, and buyers 

gained confidence in choosing a home from a company that was written about by trusted 

newspapers. It was a successful campaign. 

Daniel Boorstin, in his book The Image, would describe the post office party as a 

pseudo-event8. PR teams create pseudo-events in order to sell more of a product. Boorstin 

gives four criteria for defining a pseudo-event. First, pseudo-events are planned, they are 

not spontaneous. Second, they are planned with “the immediate purpose of being reported 

or reproduced. Its success is measured by how widely it is reported.” Thirdly, there has to 

be some element of mystique to the event. Boorstin writes, “without some of this 

ambiguity a pseudo-event cannot be very interesting.” Lastly, a pseudo-event has the 

hope of being a self-fulfilling prophecy. By holding an event to showcase that your 

product is great, people soon believe your product is great. A successful pseudo-event, 

like the post office party, will create media coverage and in turn, increase sales.  

By these criteria, many of the journalists writing about Apple are covering 

pseudo-events.  For example, in February 2015, Apple sent out invitations to a “Special 

Event” to be held in San Francisco.  According to Bloomberg9, the invitation simply read, 

“Spring forward.” The event was planned for March 9, the day after Americans reset their 

																																																								
8	Boorstin, Daniel. "Chapter 1." In The Image: A Guide to Psuedo-events in America. 1962. 
	
9	Higgins, Tim. "Apple to Hold Special Event March 9th." Bloomberg, February 26, 2015. 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-02-26/apple-to-hold-event-on-march-9-ahead-
of-watch-release-in-april. 
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clocks for daylight savings time. The timing and invitation led journalists and consumers 

to speculate about the unveiling of details about the Apple watch. This production by 

Apple’s public relations team meets all four criteria. It is planned intentionally; the 

planners hope to gain media coverage, there is an air of mystery, and people are still 

talking about the watch today.  

The Verge compiled a list of Apple’s invitations to the release events of their 

products since 200310. The list is titled, “The art of the tease: over 10 years of Apple 

event invites.”  For a decade, Apple has been hosting events to reveal products. There 

was an event for itunes in 2003, the first iPhone in 2007, and the first iPad in 2010.  The 

events were publicized by mysterious invitations that only gave clues to the product 

being revealed or discussed. The consistency and formulaic pattern of these pseudo-

events keeps journalists returning again and again, and increases the hype around each 

upcoming event.  

According to Boorstin, the danger in covering pseudo-events is that they begin to 

dominate over real news events that occur naturally. He writes, “whenever in the public 

mind a pseudo-event competes for attention with a spontaneous event in the same field, 

the pseudo event will tend to dominate.” He explains that this is because pseudo-events 

are intentionally made to be a journalist’s dream. They are created with the express 

purpose of being written about; therefore they are dramatic, interesting and easy to 

access. According to Boorstin, “Pseudo-events, being planned for dissemination, are 

easier to disseminate and to make vivid. Participants are selected for their newsworthy 

																																																								
10	Kastrenakes, Jacob. "The Art of the Tease: Over 10 Years of Apple Event Invites." The 
Verge, October 21, 2013. http://www.theverge.com/2013/10/21/4852132/history-of-apple-
event-invitations-and-hints. 
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and dramatic interest.” He gives the example of a televised presidential debate, 

dramatized by the potential for conflict and disagreement, in comparison to candidates 

giving individual speeches along the campaign trail. The debate is planned, journalists 

know when to be there, and it easily fits into the back and forth model of question and 

answer.  

As opposed to a story that would require research, analysis, reporting and 

interviews, a pseudo-event can be written about quickly. If no further context was added, 

a story about the debate could be written as soon as the event was over as a summary of 

what happened. In the case of Apple, event coverage is much faster than scanning 

through the company’s 10k documents or interviewing analysts to find a story. Event 

coverage is simple: show up and write what you see. 

 

Newsworthiness:  

These events are produced with the intention of being newsworthy, but are they? 

Does Apple sending out vague, mysterious invitations make their event newsworthy? 

Does the product they are explaining at the event make is newsworthy?  Dr. Anthony 

Curtis in the Mass Communication Department at the University of North Carolina at 

Pembroke gives seven qualities for newsworthiness11. He suggests journalists consider 

the impact, timeliness, prominence, proximity, bizarreness, conflict, and currency of a 

story before writing it. Impact involves how many people are affected by the story. In 

2012, CNBC reported that according to their All-America Economic survey, half of all 

																																																								
11	Curtis, Anthony. "What Are The Seven News Values?" 2013. 
http://www2.uncp.edu/home/acurtis/Courses/ResourcesForCourses/NewsValues.html. 
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U.S. households own at least one Apple product.12 “That’s more than 55 million homes 

with at least one iPhone, iPad, iPod or Mac computer,” according to the article. “One-in-

10 homes that aren’t currently in that group plan to join it in the next year.” By those 

numbers, the impact of writing an article about Apple is significant. In event coverage, 

timeliness is controlled by the organization putting on the event. Journalists can’t write 

what happened at an event before it occurs. Everyone gets the same information at the 

same time.  Proximity would be most important where the events are held, generally in 

Silicon Valley. Currency is notable in covering Apple product release stories, because the 

events usually coincide with the availability of the product on shelves for consumers to 

buy.  

Can we blame journalists for assuming pseudo-events are inherently newsworthy, 

and taking advantage of a story that is all but written for them? In the world of business 

reporting, where Bloomberg terminals glow at all hours, and reporters take turns sleeping 

to avoid missing a deal taking place around the globe, an event is an easy way to meet a 

deadline. 

 

Access vs. Accountability Reporting: 

After the financial crisis in 2009, media critics asked how business journalists 

could have missed the biggest story on their beat. How did no one see it coming? In his 

book The	Watchdog	That	Didn’t	Bark,	Dean	Starkman	analyzes	where	things	went	

																																																								
12	Gralnick, Jodi. "	Apples Are Growing in American Homes”. CNBC, March 28, 2012. 
http://www.cnbc.com/id/46857053. 
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wrong	in	reporting	on	big	business13.	In	his	research,	he	identifies	two	different	

types	of	reporting:	access	and	accountability. Access reporting is functional. It’s the 

immediate news told quickly; what is happening and who is doing it. Access reporting 

could include stories about a CEO giving a speech, a stock price going up or down, or an 

earnings report becoming available.  Starkman writes, “What marks access reporting is its 

closed loop of sources, its top-down nature, and its lack of interest in systemic problems.” 

It gives the public access to information about important people and influencers who are 

making changes, however, it does not provide context or new understanding. In contrast, 

accountability reporting is critical analysis. It takes a long time for journalists to do, and 

requires massing a great deal of information to piece together trends. Ida Tarbell’s The 

History of The Standard Oil Company is the stalwart example of accountability reporting. 

A modern example is Bethany McLean’s early investigation into Enron’s business model, 

or lack thereof, in 2001. The article for Fortune was titled, “Is Enron Overpriced?” and 

asked questions about the company’s skyrocketing stock price compared to its debt and 

wildly unpredictable cash flows. 

 The central argument in Starkman’s book is that a dependence on access 

reporting in business journalism, and a willingness of reporters to accept the story given 

by powerful institutions is a cause of why journalists missed the financial crisis. 

Starkman writes, “Tethering itself to the never ending flow of news events, access 

reporting is defined by its insularity and insistence of looking at its subject through 

frames set by the institutions on its beat.” Starkman argues that in order for journalists to 

																																																								
13	Starkman, Dean. "CNBCization." In The Watchdog That Didn't Bark: The Financial Crisis 
and the Disappearance of Investigative Reporting, 144 - 157. New York: Colombia University 
Press, 2014. 
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be true watchdogs of big business, reporters have to question the stories given to them by 

the institutions and think critically to analyze what is really going on. If Bethany McLean 

had simply accepted that Enron’s stock price was valued appropriately because analysts 

said it was, she would have missed a story about one of the decade’s largest crimes. 

Although Apple is public, and does have to file reports to the Securities and 

Exchange Commission as well as to stockholders, they do not have to give any other 

information to anyone, including journalists. Accountability reporting is more difficult 

when covering the private sector than the public, because there is no Freedom of 

Information Act to use to request documents. Apple is able to keep its secrets, and 

strategically create an event to release information for journalists to cover when the 

timing is right. If the PR team is doing its job correctly, no one will know what the next 

Apple product is until the company has decided it is beneficial to release the information. 

In 2012, the Guardian's technology editor Charles Arthur described Apple’s PR strategy 

as secretive14. He wrote in a piece for PR Week, “secrecy is a big part of its success: 

Apple gets a giant publicity boost from letting expectation build up ahead of a new 

iPhone or product.” Apple keeps its air of mystery by only giving information to 

journalists when it is to their benefit. Arthur wrote, “Apple's PR approach is, generally, 

'we'll say what we want, when we want, to whom we carefully choose.'” A danger for 

business reporters covering Apple is to fall back on access reporting, and simply cover 

the events created for them, which benefit the company, instead of consumers or 

																																																								
14	Arthur, Charles. "Apple, Google, Microsoft: Whose PR Approach Is the Most 
Effective?" PR Week, May 10, 2012. http://www.prweek.com/article/1130890/apple-google-
microsoft-whose-pr-approach-effective. 
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shareholders. Ideally, business journalists should provide transparency and insight into 

major corporations so that consumers and potential investors can make the most informed 

decisions. Starkman writes that information given by an institution “Represents a 

particular set of interests, whereas journalism – for all its faults, and when it is working 

right – represents the public’s.” 

A constraint on accountability reporting is the amount of time it takes.  With 

breaking news being tweeted every second, news organizations will fall behind if 

reporters are told to spend months researching and crafting a narrative that reveals some 

sort of trend or insight. The competitive pressure between news organizations to be the 

first to find a “scoop” pushes reporters to chase short, functional, fast stories, and lots of 

them. To write these stories quickly, Starkman says business reporters use inside sources, 

like company representatives or press releases. He writes, “[Access and accountability 

reporting] rely on different sources – insiders versus outsiders, authorities versus 

dissidents, top executives versus fired executives.” In the hypercompetitive market of 

journalism, the quickest sources will be the ones used. Sources with good news to report 

about themselves will be quickest to return phone calls.  

 

Covering Apple means Money: 

Any coverage of Apple is lucrative for news outlets. News consumers are 

interested to know what the tech giant is up to.  According to Google’s “A Year in 

Search” for 2014, the iPhone 6 was the most searched consumer electronic for the year15. 

																																																								
15	"Google Trends: A Year in Search." Google. 
http://www.google.com/trends/topcharts?hl=en#vm=cat&geo&date=2014&cid. 
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News outlets want to have stories that include key buzzwords being searched by Internet 

users.  SEO, or search engine optimization, is what gets stories to be the top results under 

browser searches. Greater SEO means more clicks on stories. Since advertising 

companies often decide how much they are willing to pay for space on a website based 

on how many people view the page, more clicks on stories means more advertising 

revenue, which means higher profits. 

In 2010, The New York Times reported SEO’s growing influence16.  Jeremy W. 

Peters wrote, “Now, because of technology that can pinpoint what people online are 

viewing and commenting on, how much time they spend with an article and even how 

much money an article makes in advertising revenue, newspapers can make more 

scientific decisions about allocating their ever scarcer resources.” News organizations 

began to be able identify topics that were already trending, and write more about them to 

capitalize on the subject’s popularity. Peters reported that web traffic was considered 

when planning content at The Wall Street Journal. “The paper’s top editors begin their 

morning news meetings with a rundown of data points, including the most popular search 

terms on WSJ.com, which articles are generating the most traffic and what posts are 

generating buzz on Twitter,” Peters wrote. Since Apple is a trending topic that people are 

searching, news media has an incentive to increase coverage. 

 

Agenda Setting: 

																																																								
16	Peters, Jeremy. "Some Newspapers, Tracking Readers Online, Shift Coverage." The New 
York Times, September 5, 2010. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/09/06/business/media/06track.html?_r=1. 
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 In turn, the heightened coverage increases the national conversation. The news 

industry’s ability to shape public opinion by increasing coverage on a topic is 

academically referred to as agenda setting. In The Press and Foreign Policy, published in 

1963, Bernard Cohen writes that the press, “may not be successful much of the time in 

telling people what to think, but it is stunningly successful in telling its readers what to 

think about.” Cohen argues that the press has the power to decide which topics should 

have heightened awareness, and bring them to the top above other issues17. 

 In 1972, Maxwell McCombs and Donald Shaw wrote a journal article titled, The 

Agenda-Setting Function of Mass Media. The authors researched the media’s ability to 

influence public opinion by analyzing the 1968 presidential election18. They interviewed 

100 random people who lived in a community in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, and 

analyzed the local media of that community to determine if it influenced the subjects’ 

voting choices. Their hypothesis was that, “the mass media set the agenda for each 

political campaign, influencing the salience of attitudes toward public opinion.” Their 

hypothesis was correct. In their findings, the authors wrote, “The media appear to have 

exerted a considerable impact on voters’ judgment of what they considered the major 

issues of the campaign.”  They found a correlation of +.967 between what the media 

reported as the most important issues, and what voters thought the most important issues 

were.    

																																																								
17	Cohen, Bernard C.. 1963. The Press and Foreign Policy. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press. 
	
18	Shaw, D. L., and S. E. Martin. "The Function of Mass Media Agenda Setting." Journalism 
& Mass Communication Quarterly 36 (1972): 176-87. 
http://www.unc.edu/~fbaum/teaching/PLSC541_Fall06/McCombs and Shaw POQ 1972.pdf. 
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 Although this research study was centered on campaigns, the study suggests that 

if media can be so effective at influencing what is being talked about in politics, the 

media also can influence other issues.  

 In the 1960’s, race relations in the south began to reach the national agenda 

through media coverage.  The King Years, by Taylor Branch, is a compilation of excerpts 

from the America in the King Years trilogy. The book gives an overview of the civil 

rights movement, and includes aspects of how the media covered it. In two weeks of 

1963, The New York Times covered the growing violence in Birmingham, Alabama 

intensely19.  Branch wrote, “From the first children’s march on May 2, the New York 

Times published more stories about race in the next two weeks than during the previous 

year. Attention spilled from the news to the editorial and features pages.” The decision of 

the newspaper to devote so much coverage to one topic, and put the story in front of 

readers again and again, led to higher interest in the issue. Whether people were outraged 

at the idea of integration, or disturbed by the treatment of other humans, it was talked 

about. It was important. The New York Times, through their coverage, increased public 

awareness of the civil rights movement and set it at the forefront of the national 

conversation. 

 In The Race Beat, authors Gene Roberts and Hank Klibanoff discuss how Martin 

Luther King used the media’s power to his advantage. King developed a four-step 

strategy: hold non-violent demonstrations, racists react with violence, Americans of 

conscience demand federal intervention, and the administration is forced to act under 

																																																								
19	Branch, Taylor. "A National Firestorm from Birmingham, 1963." In The King Years: Historic 
Moments in the Civil Rights Movement, 49. New York: Simon & Schuster Paperbacks, 2013. 
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mass pressure. The hinge pin in this strategy is the media. The authors write, “None of 

this would work, or course, if the press did not witness the demonstrations.” Newspaper 

articles and broadcasts out of the South were needed to provoke a national reaction from 

people who were not there to see the marches and sit-ins. To convince the federal 

government to act, the civil rights movement needed a large population of Americans to 

think about the same issue at the same time. To do that, they used tools like the New 

York Times and CBS News.  

 Media is able to shine a spotlight of focus and direct Americans’ attention toward 

an issue. King used the media’s power to further his agenda. Successful public figures, 

movements, and even companies, understand the power of agenda setting and use it to 

direct attention toward their causes. While selling computers may be less noble than civil 

rights, the principle is still the same: increased coverage means increased awareness. If 

the media is currently giving Apple more coverage than other comparable technology 

companies, it stands to reason that readers and viewers have a higher awareness for the 

brand and its products than others that are covered less. Whether the coverage leads 

people to buy phones, or decide on a different product, people are still talking about 

Apple.  Just as the media can coax voters into thinking certain political issues or social 

issues are important, it can help a company become a household name. 

 So, if reporters have to write about Apple because that is what their audience is 

searching for, the company itself doesn’t provide information unless it is pre-planned 

pseudo events, and reporters and unwilling to push for accountability reporting which is 

harder and much more time consuming to do, the result is lots of positive stories about 

Apple. This positive coverage is good for the company, but not for the consumer. 
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Business journalists should strive to produce critically analytical, reported content about 

the company, and not fall into simply covering what Apple’s PR team releases.  
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